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Summary 
 
Dependability analysis is an important parameter in the design of reliable 
telecommunication network. This chapter provides an overview of the 
telecommunication network reliability and presents two typical examples illustrating the 
concept and technique. First, various dependability measures, including terminal 
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reliability are discussed. Terminal reliability is defined as the probability that there 
exists one operative path between a given source and terminal pair nodes in the 
network. Second, pathset and cutset concepts and their enumeration methods are 
overviewed. Out of the various methods dealing with the evaluation of terminal 
reliability, the algorithms based on Boolean techniques are considered and discussed in 
details. The techniques use pathset and cutset information as sum-of products terms to 
generate mutually exclusive events. It is important to note that mutually exclusive terms 
have one-to-one correspondence with the probability expression. Further, Boolean 
techniques are generally efficient and produce compact expressions. The preprocessing 
of pathset and cutset and single- and multiple-variable inversion concepts, which help 
reduce the computing time for dependability measures, are discussed. In a general 
network, the reliability computation problem is NP-hard. To contrast this, special 
network structures where reliability computation is not too involved are also presented. 
Finally, two examples, namely capacity related reliability and expected hop count 
measures are described to illustrate the reliability measures and techniques. The 
terminal reliability assumes that the telecommunication network has equal link capacity 
and that link capacities are large enough to sustain the transmission of messages of any 
bandwidth. In practice, the capacity is a function of cost and is finite. Each link may 
have also different capacity. In addition to using link and/or node availability, capacity 
related reliability measure also considers this important parameter. Other example is 
from the wireless communication network, where again Boolean techniques are applied 
to compute the reliability constraints with expected hop count between a node pair. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
To illustrate the concept of telecommunication network reliability, consider a simple 
network with three centers, X, Y, Z as shown in Figure 1. Each of the centers 
communicates with each of the other centers by means of a 2-way link, where a link 
and/or a node may fail with certain probability. Centers X and Y, for example, 
communicate with each other via links P and A.  Let us consider an application that 
requires each center to have a 2-way conversation with each of the other two centers, 
either directly or indirectly via the third center. In this example, there are five viable 
paths (pathset), namely, {ABC, PQR, ABPQ, ACPR, BCQR} to establish a 2-way 
conversation for a center with each of the other two centers. For the application, the 
system is considered successful if at least one of the five paths is operational, and the 
probability of the existence of such successful event defines a reliability criterion for the 
telecommunication network. The reliability measure assumes that network has equal 
link capacity or the link capacities are large enough to sustain the transmission of 
messages (packets) of any bandwidth (size). In practice, the link capacity is a function 
of cost and is limited. Thus, if link C has a capacity of 1 unit and all other links have 2 
units capacity, paths ABC, ACPR, and BCQR will fail to provide a viable path assuming 
a requirement of 2-unit flow among communicating centers X, Y, and Z. Section 2.1, 
describing methods to compute reliability, uses Figure 1 to help illustrate the 
computation of a quantitative measure for network reliability. The capacity related 
reliability problem is discussed in Section 4. 
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Figure 1: A 3-node telecommunication network 

 
Using the notion in Figure 1, networks, in general, are used to interconnect multiple 
processing centers in distributed systems for several applications, such as 
telecommunications, the airline industry, and banking. Through resource sharing, a 
distributed processing system offers several advantages, such as increased performance, 
improved reliability of applications, and decreased costs. In designing such networks, a 
major consideration is often network reliability.  This section presents various measures, 
models, assumptions and definitions related to the reliability studies in the 
telecommunication network. Each reliability measure is concerned with the ability of a 
network to be available to provide the desired service to the end users. In this sense, 
network reliability also refers to the steady state availability of a network. Further, 
dependability is also used as a synonym to reliability or availability. Since the focus of 
the chapter is telecommunication network reliability (and typical examples from the 
area), issues such as multimode and dependant-failure analysis, performability, and 
hardware and/or software reliability are not considered. 
 
1.1 Measure 
 
There exist a number of reliability measures depending on the system and network 
application. For telecommunication network, the focus is obviously on communication 
issues that meet certain connectivity requirements. For example, as an end user, it is 
important to identify the network’s operational requirements. Perhaps the most common 
and natural operation in the network is communication; the telecommunication network 
reliability measures, studied in the literature, deal with connectivity and fall into one or 
more of the following four categories: 
 
 s-t or 2-terminal reliability: the probability that a source node s communicates with 

a terminal node t for all node pairs 
 all-terminal reliability: the probability that all operative nodes communicate 
 K-terminal reliability or source-to-many terminals (SMT) reliability: the probability 

that a source node s communicates with some ( 1)K K ≥  operative terminal nodes  
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 Many-sources-to-terminal (MST) reliability: the probability that 
some ( 1)K K ≥ nodes communicate with a terminal node t 

 
The network (modeled as a graph ( , )G V E ) reliability ( )KR G for a set of specified nodes 
K  is the probability that all elements of at least one minpath are working or one minus 
the probability that all elements of at least one mincut have failed. Note that the 
minpath, the mincut, and ( )KR G  depend on the specified node set K  in ( , )G V E  as well 
as the reliability measure under consideration. For 2K = , ( )KR G  represents 2-terminal 
reliability, and a minpath (mincut) is a simple path (cut) between an (s, t)-node pair. 
Section 1.3 provides the definitions of a simple path and a simple cut. For ,K V=  

( )KR G  represents all-terminal reliability, which is an important measure for reliable 
broadcasting in a telecommunication network. On the other hand, the SMT reliability is 
applicable for the resiliency issue of network multicasting, while the MST reliability has 
recently been used for analyzing the dependability of a distributed sensor network.  
 
The 2-terminal reliability is defined as the probability that there exists at least one 
simple path between a source node s and a sink or terminal node t. This measure or its 
variance is most widely known in the literature. Besides, other measures like node-to-
node grade of service (end-to-end blocking), average terminal reliability, functional 
reliability, etc., are also considered in the general framework of reliability problems. 
This chapter focuses on techniques to compute the 2-terminal reliability. Its variation, 
discussed in Section 4.1, considers the capacity related reliability, and is suitable for 
telecommunication networks. It uses two parameters, namely capacity of a link and the 
availability of the link, to compute the 2-terminal reliability of the network. Similarly, 
the reliability measure for a wireless communication network, discussed in Section 4.2, 
captures average hop count and node availability parameters together and reflects 
another variation of 2-terminal reliability. 
 
1.2. Model and Assumptions 
 
The dependability computation of a telecommunication network starts with its 
reliability model. One may choose a stochastic or a combinatorial model for a transient 
or a steady state network dependability analysis, respectively. Due to the nature of the 
problem considered in this chapter, the stochastic models based on the Markov or semi-
Markov models are not discussed.  
 
Various categories exist under combinatorial (also called non-state-space) model. 
Examples for the model include the reliability block diagram (RBD), fault trees 
(without or with repeated events), and reliability graphs. The RBD shows the functional 
relationships among resources and indicates which system elements must operate to 
accomplish the intended function successfully. A fault tree (FT) maps the operational 
dependency of a system on its components. However, unlike an RBD, the FT represents 
a probability of failure approach to system modeling. The phrase without repeated 
events means that inputs to all the gates are distinct, while with repeated events assumes 
non-distinct inputs. The reliability graph (RG) models the system as a graph, wherein 
each node is a computing unit (or processing entity) and links denote communication 
lines between them. For a telecommunication network, the reliability graph and the 
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system graph could be used interchangeably. Nonetheless, the reliability graph has a 
probability of operation associated with each node and/or with each link. In this chapter, 
the reliability graph model is used to describe the various telecommunication network 
reliability issues. 
 
The following basic assumptions are usually made for the network reliability analysis. 
 
 All elements (nodes and/or links) of the network are always in active mode (no 

standby or switched redundancy). 
 Each element in the network is represented as a two terminal device. 
 The state of each element i of the network is either good (operating) with a 

probability pi or bad (failed) with probability ;  1i i iq p q+ = . Typically, the 

probability is obtained as pi =1−
MTTRi

MTBFi

, where ( )i iMTTR MTBF refers to the 

mean time to repair (mean time between failures) of a component i.  
 The states of all elements are statistically independent. 
 The network is free from directed cycles and self-loops, as the success or failure of 

links in a directed cycle or self-loop do not alter the reliability computation. 
 Note that these assumptions are helpful in making the reliability computation 

tractable. 
 
1.3. Pathset and Cutset – Definition and Enumeration 
 
In Section 1.1, various telecommunication network reliability measures have been 
defined. They need s-t pathset or cutset for computing s-t reliability. To define the 
structure functions minpath and mincut, let w 1 2( , ,..., )nw w w=  be a state vector, where, 
 

1,  if component (node/link)  is functioning 
0,  if component (node/link)  has failed       i

i
w

i
⎧

= ⎨
⎩

  

 
For a state vector w, a structure function, ( )wϕ , is defined by, 

 
1,  if system is functioning when the state vector is 

( )
0,  if system has failed when the state vector is        

w
w

w
ϕ

⎧
= ⎨
⎩

 

 
Systems for which ( )wϕ is a nondecreasing function are called coherent systems. A 
coherent system can be represented by a network graph as well as by a fault tree without 
NOT gates. An m-out-of-n system with 2n >  and 1 m n< <  is also an example of 

( )wϕ but it cannot be represented as a network (unless replicated links are allowed). In a 
network graph ( , )G V E  with specified nodes K V⊆ , if { },K s t= , then a minimal or 
simple s-t path (minpath) is a vector w for which ( )wϕ 1=  and for all 
vectors ,  ( )y w yϕ< 0= . A vector y< w if i iy w≤ , 1, 2,...,i n= , with i iy w<  for at least 
one i . A pathset is a set of all minpaths in the network. A minimal or simple s-t cut 
(mincut) is a vector w for which ( )wϕ 0=  and for all vectors ,  ( )y w wϕ> 1= . A cutset 
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is a set of all mincuts in the network. A minproduct is a Boolean product term that 
represents a minpath or mincut of a coherent structure. This implies that a minproduct is 
a uniproduct, i.e., it contains only uncomplemented variables.  
 
Example 1:  In Figure 2, the s-t pathset contains four minimal paths ab, cd, aed, and 
ceb.  Similarly, the cutset comprises mincuts , , ,  and .ac bd aed ceb  Note that an s-t path 
helps connect s-t terminals, while an s-t cut interrupts the communication between the 
source and terminal nodes pair. 
 
In a general network with k  nodes and b  links, there are approximately 22k− mincuts 
and 22b k− +  minpaths (i.e, |cutset| = 22k− and |pathset| = 22b k− + ). This means that the 
number of minimal paths and minimal cuts increases exponentially with an increasing 
network size (i.e., increasing number of nodes and/or links). Several pathset and cutset 
enumeration algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Most methods have 
considered a simplified way of obtaining the minimal paths or cuts, starting from either 
a connection matrix C , or with an incidence matrix of the network. Another approach 
employs a network decomposition strategy by enumerating simple paths between source 
and sink nodes, hence reducing the computational effort. The decomposition is typically 
performed through a minimal cut to partition the network into two subnetworks roughly 
in the center of the network. It has been shown that, among many such possible 
partitions, only one is optimum. Algebraic methods for generating mincuts in a network 
are also discussed in the literature. Several techniques in the literature are able to 
enumerate the pathset or cutset in linear time in the order of the number of minpaths or 
mincuts of a general network. Note that it is possible to convert a pathset into a cutset, 
and vice versa, by a process called inversion, which utilizes the two-step application of 
De Morgan’s law. Some researchers have also described a computationally efficient 
method to obtain the pathset and cutset of a general network. 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  A bridge network 
 
The time required to obtain all minpaths or mincuts is only a small fraction of the total 
time for the reliability evaluation problem, if the total number of minpaths 10≥ . If the 
number of mincuts is smaller than the number of minpaths, then cutset-based 
procedures for calculating reliability would be more efficient. While the enumeration of 
mincuts is, in general, more complicated than is the enumeration of minpaths, there are 
several advantages to using them in network reliability analysis. It is possible to devise 
an exact algorithm for calculating the 2-terminal reliability of a directed graph ( , )G V E  
that is polynomial in the number of mincuts. It is, however, unlikely that a comparable 
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algorithm exists that is polynomial in the number of minpaths. Thus, it has become 
imperative to enumerate both pathset and cutset and then to determine which approach 
to pursue. Another simple decision criterion regarding whether to pursue reliability or 
unreliability approach has been reported and requires only knowledge of the graph 
structure. The criterion states: if 2b k≥ , the number of minpaths is larger than the 
number of mincuts, and therefore the unreliability computation using cutset is more 
efficient. 
 
A set of spanning trees for a graph model of a telecommunication network is useful for 
computing its all-terminal reliability. The set can also be used for broadcast routing in a 
store-and-forward packet-switching computer-communication network. Thus, it is 
important to look into a method to enumerate the minimum spanning trees for a given 
network. A spanning tree of a graph ( , )G V E  is a subgraph that keeps all nodes of 

( , )G V E  connected and has no cycles. Many researchers have proposed sequential and 
parallel techniques to enumerate minimum weight or minimum spanning trees of a 
network. Note that a minimum spanning tree refers to a spanning tree for which the sum 
of the cost of the edges is minimal. Parallel and distributed algorithms do offer some 
speed advantages but are ideally suited for store-and-forward type packet switched 
computer networks. 
 
2. Methods and Improving Computing Time 
 
2.1. Methods  
 
There exists a straightforward method based on state enumeration that helps compute 
the system reliability. To illustrate this, consider the 3-node telecommunication network 
shown in Figure 1. Here, one simply enumerates all states (that is all possible 
subgraphs), determines the success states (i.e., the states that include any of the five 
viable paths), and sums the occurrence probabilities of each of the success states. Table 
1 shows the 18 possible success states for the example and each of their occurrence 
probabilities, where a  ( )i ip q  denotes the success (failure) probability of a link i. 
(Assume that nodes are reliable.) Note that 1i ip q+ = . Assuming equal probability of 
working, p for each link, the reliability expression (polynomial) for the system is given 
as RN= p6 + 6p5(1− p) + 9p4 (1− p)2 + 2p3(1− p)3, and for p=0.9 the reliability measure 
for the example is RN=0.946242. Alternatively, the reliability problem can be solved 
by, first, determining all non-success states (i.e., the states that do not include any of the 
five viable paths). They are also shown in Table 1. The system unreliability, QN, is 
computed as the sums of the occurrence probabilities of each of the failure states (see 
Table 1), and RN = 1-QN. Using the probabilities of each failure states as shown in 
Table 1, the unreliability polynomial for the system is given as 
QN= (1− p)6 + 6p(1− p)5 +15p2(1− p)4 +18p3(1− p)3 + 6p4 (1− p)2, and for p=0.9, 
QN=0.053758.  

 
18 Success States 

State Probability State Probability State Probability 
ABC pA pB pC qP qQ qR ACPR pA qB pC pP qQ pR ACPQR pA qB pC pP pQ pR 
PQR pP pQ pR qA qB qC APQR pA qB qC pP pQ pR ABPQR pA pB qC pP pQ pR 
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ABCP pA pB pC pP qQ qR BCQR qA pB pC qP pQ pR BCPQR qA pB pC pP pQ pR 
ABCQ pA pB pC qP pQ qR BPQR qA pB qC pP pQ pR ABCPR pA pB pC pP qQ pR 
ABCR pA pB pC qP qQ pR CPQR qA qB pC pP pQ pR ABCQR pA pB pC qP pQ pR 
ABPQ pA pB qC pP pQ qR ABCPQ pA pB pC pP pQ qR ABCPQR pA pB pC pP pQ pR 

46 Non-success States 
∅ qA qB qC qP qQ qR CP qA qB pC pP qQ qR BCQ qA pB pC qP pQ qR 
A pA qB qC qP qQ qR CQ qA qB pC qP pQ qR BCR qA pB pC qP qQ pR 
B qA pB qC qP qQ qR CR qA qB pC qP qQ pR BPQ qA pB qC pP pQ qR 
C qA qB pC qP qQ qR PQ qA qB qC pP pQ qR BPR qA pB qC pP qQ pR 
P qA qB qC pP qQ qR PR qA qB qC pP qQ pR BQR qA pB qC qP pQ pR 
Q qA qB qC qP pQ qR  QR qA qB qC qP pQ pR CPQ qA qB pC pP pQ qR 
R qA qB qC qP qQ pR ABP pA pB qC pP qQ qR CPR qA qB pC pP qQ pR 
AB pA pB qC qP qQ qR ABQ pA pB qC qP pQ qR CQR qA qB pC qP pQ pR 
AC pA qB pC qP qQ qR ABR pA pB qC qP qQ pR ABPR pA pB qC pP qQ pR 
AP pA qB qC pP qQ qR ACP pA qB pC pP qQ qR ABQR pA pB qC qP pQ pR 
AQ pA qB qC qP pQ qR ACQ pA qB pC qP pQ qR ACPQ pA qB pC pP pQ qR 
AR pA qB qC qP qQ pR ACR pA qB pC qP qQ pR ACQR pA qB pC qP pQ pR 
BC qA pB pC qP qQ qR APQ pA qB qC pP pQ qR BCPQ qA pB pC pP pQ qR 
BP qA pB qC pP qQ qR APR pA qB qC pP qQ pR BCPR qA pB pC pP qQ pR 
BQ qA pB qC qP pQ qR AQR pA qB qC qP pQ pR   
BR qA pB qC qP qQ pR BCP qA pB pC pP qQ qR   

 
Table 1: The 26 states for the network in Figure 1 

As is obvious, the state enumeration method requires the generation of all 2M states for a 
system with M components, and is very inefficient. Thus, there exists a multiplicity of 
efficient methods for computing the 2-terminal reliability of a general network in the 
reliability literature. Figure 3 shows a classification of most reliability techniques. 
 
The approximate methods, in general, are less complex than the exact methods and the 
closeness of the results largely depends on the correctness of the simplifying 
assumptions. Therefore, the major emphasis has been on the exact methods which 
require enumeration of minimal paths or cuts as an important step. Exact reliability 
evaluation techniques discussed in the literature fall into one of following three 
categories: decomposition or factoring, inclusion-exclusion, and sum of disjoint 
products ( )SDP . The factoring method concentrates on the operational and non-
operational state of an individual link and is described as, 
 

( ) (eR G p R G e=  is operational) (1 ) (ep R G e+ −  is not operational), (1) 
 
where ep  is the probability that link e  in graph ( , )G V E  is functional. Note that 
Equation (1) uses the concept of Shannon’s expansion principle in Boolean logic for 
reliability modeling. Several researchers have developed factoring algorithms that 
implement the series-parallel probability reductions and polygon reductions and use 
optimal link-selection strategies. It is important to note that this method can be 
employed using the graph representation, without knowing the connectivity information 
(i.e., minpath, mincut, or spanning tree). 
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Figure 3:  Classification scheme 
 

By contrast, the inclusion-exclusion and sum of disjoint products techniques are based 
on a given enumeration of minpaths or mincuts. A straightforward application of the 
Poincaré formula for inclusion-exclusion generates 2 1κ −  terms, where κ  represents 
the number of minpaths or mincuts. Two different terms corresponding to the same 
event will cancel each other, however, if one is generated with odd formations and the 
other with even formations of minpaths. A formation is a set of minpaths whose union 
yields a subgraph containing s  and t . This phenomenon was helpful to provide an 
algorithm based on the special form of the reduced inclusion-exclusion expression. 
Various combinatorial interpretations of the Poincaré formula is also given for ( )KR G . 
 
To help understand the concept of sum of disjoint products (SDP) approach, let iE  be 
the event that all links in minpath iMP  operate. Reliability expression ( )KR G  is given 
by, 
 

1 1 2 1 2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ... )KR G P E P E E P E E E Eκ κ−= + + + , (2) 
 
where κ is the total number of minpaths, iE  denotes the complement of event iE , and 

( )P ⋅  is the probability function. Several algorithms based on the SDP formula in 
Equation (2) have been proposed. The SDP  methods involve adding probabilities; 
however, the calculation of each constituent probability is, in general, quite involved. It 
is also important to emphasize that the efficacy of these methods can be highly 
dependent on the specific ordering given to the events iE . 
 
Example 2a:  Consider the telecommunication network shown in Figure 1.  The SDP 
technique requires the pathset of the system to generate its equivalent disjoint 
expression. A typical SDP approach generates a disjoint expression 
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ABC + PQRABC + ABPQCR + ACPRBQ+ BCQRAP  from the pathset {ABC, PQR, 
ABPQ, ACPR, BCQR}, where X denotes a component X is down. Note that a disjoint 
expression has one-to-one correspondence with the probability expression. Assuming p 
as the probability of working of each link, the reliability polynomial is given as 
RN= p3 + p3(1− p3) + 3p4 (1− p)2 , which for p=0.9 yields RN as 0.946242. The 
quantitative measure is same as that obtained from the state enumeration method.  
 
As explained earlier with the state enumeration approach, the reliability problem can 
alternatively be solved using a cutset concept as it captures the failure mechanism 
depicting 2-way conversation being not materialized. For this, any one of the six cuts 
(cutset), namely, {AR, AQ, BP, BR, CP, CQ} will disrupt the communication. Using the 
notion of negative logic, notation AR assumes that both links A and R are failed. An 
SDP technique generates a disjoint expression 
AR + AQR + BP(A + ARQ) + BRAP + CPB(A + ARQ) + CQAPBR  from the cutset, 
which is equivalent to an unreliability polynomial 
QN=q2 + 2q2p + 3q2 p2 + q3p2 + q3p3 − q4 p2. This gives QN=1 – RN = 0.053758 for 
p=0.9.  
 
Example 2b:  The simple paths for the bridge network given in Figure 2 are: ab, cd, aed, 
and ceb. An SDP technique (E-operator) gives a disjoint expression as 

( )ab a ab cd+ + ( )aed bc+ + ceb(ad). Thus, terminal reliability is 
R(G) = pa pb + (qa + paqb )pc pd + pa pe pdqbqc + pc pe pbqaqd . Note that an un-
complemented (complemented) variable is replaced by availability (un-availability) 
term in the final expression. Further, the result shows a one-to-one correspondence 
between a Boolean SDP and a probability (reliability) expression for statistically 
independent random variable case. When pi = 0.9 (qi = 0.1) for all i, the network in 
Figure 2 has 2-terminal reliability metric R(G) = 0.97848 .  
 
Section 2.2, below, describes several methods for improving the computing time of the 
SDP algorithms, i.e, by preprocessing minpaths/mincuts, using multiple-variable 
inversion to reduce the number of Boolean products in SDP  expressions, and by 
exploiting special structures, such as shellable systems or systems with redundancy 
structures. Three categories of SDP  algorithms that use either single-variable or 
multiple-variable inversion are discussed in Section 3. 
 
 
 
- 
- 
- 
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